I. Introduction
In many experiments, especially in agriculture, the field on a given plot may be affected by treatments on neighbouring plots as well as by the treatment applied to that plot. To diminish these undesirable effects, Rees [15] first provided designs for the test and named such designs as neighbour designs. He used technique in virus research which requires arrangement in circles of samples from a number of virus preparations in such a way that over the whole set, a sample from each virus preparation appears next to a sample from every other virus preparation. He defined a neighbour design as an arrangement of v antigens (called symbols) in b circular plates (called blocks) such that: each block has k symbols, not necessarily distinct, each symbol appears r times in the design and each symbol is a neighbour of every other symbol precisely  times. A neighbour design with at least one block having less than v distinct symbols may called as incomplete block neighbour designs. The designs in both series are neighbour balanced in the sense that every experimental treatment has each other treatment once as a right neighbour and once as a left neighbour. When treatments are varieties, neighbour effects may be caused by differences in height, root vigor, or germination date, especially on small plots, which are used in plant breeding experiments. Treatments such as fertilizer, irrigation, or pesticide may spread to adjacent plots causing neighbour effects. Such experiments exhibit neighbour effects, because the effect of having no treatment as a neighbour is different from the neighbour effects of any treatment. In case of block design setup if each block is a single line of plots and blocks are well separated, extra parameters are needed for the effect of left and right neighbours. An alternative is to have border plots on both ends of every block. Each border plots receives an experimental treatment, but it is not used for measuring the response variable. These border plots do not add too much to the cost of one-dimensional experiments. Neighbour balanced designs, where in the allocation of treatments is such that every treatment occurs equally often with every other treatment as neighbours, are used for these situations and permit the estimation of direct and neighbor effects of treatments. The neighbour effects are also called as interference effects, indirect effects or remote treatment effects.
The effect of correlation on the usual two-way analysis of variance and on the power of usual tests has been studied by Box [4] ; Anderson et al. [1] and Aastveit [2] . Keedwell [9] considered 2-fold perfect circuit designs, these being balanced circuit designs whose neighbour properties apply not only to immediate neighbours but also to neighbours that are two places apart. In situations where the correlation structure among the observations within a block is known, may be from the data of past similar experiments, it may be advantageous to use this information in designing an experiment and analyzing the data so as to make more precise inference about treatment effects Gill and Shukla [6] . Neighbour balanced block designs for correlated errors by Kunert [10] . Lindner et al. [12] [5] has given some designs for studying one-sided neighbour effects. These neighbour balanced block designs have been developed under the assumption that the observations within a block are uncorrelated. Kunert et al. [11] considered two related models for interference and have shown that optimal designs for one model can be obtained from optimal designs for the other model. Martin and Eccelston [14] have given variance balanced designs under interference and dependent observations. Santharam and Ponnuswamy [18] examined the optimality and efficiency of nearest neighbor balanced block designs when error follows Auto Regressive (AR), Moving Average (MA) or Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models. Senthil Kumar and Santharam [17] Efficiency of Nearest Neighbour Balanced Block Designs using ARMA models. Senthil Kumar and Santharam [16] Efficiency of NNBD over NNBIBD using First Order Correlated Models. Iqbal et al. [7] constructed second order neighbour designs for 7 3   k in circular block using method of cyclic shifts. In this paper, neighbour balanced block designs for observations correlated within a block have been investigated for the estimation of direct as well as left and right neighbour effects of treatments. The performance of these designs for AR(2), MA(2) and NN error correlation structure is studied when generalized least squares estimation is used. We have also investigated the efficiency of Nearest Neighbour Balanced Block Design (NNBD) and Nearest Neighbour Balanced Incomplete Block Design (NNBIBD) in comparison to regular block design when the error follows second order correlated models with   
II. Model Structures and Information Matrix
Let  be a class of binary neighbour balanced block designs with bk n  
The layout includes border plots at both ends of every block, i.e. at 
The NN correlation structure, the  is a matrix with diagonal entries as 1 and off-diagonal entries as  .
Model (2.1) can be rewritten in the matrix notation as follows:
where Y is 1 
Construction of Design
Tomer et al. [19] has constructed neighbour balanced block design with parameters v (prime or prime power), 
The information matrices for estimating the direct and neighbouring effects of treatments for AR(2) with
is obtained given as below: [19] .
In Tables 1, 2 
IV. Efficiency of NNBD and NNBIBD in comparison to Regular Block Design
In this section, a quantitative measure of efficiency of NNBD is also derived when the errors follow AR(2) and MA(2) models. If errors within a block follow an AR(2) then 
V. Conclusion
We have concluded that the efficiency for direct as well as neighbouring effects is high in the case of complete block designs for NN correlation structure. In the case of incomplete block designs, MA (2) correlation structure turned out to be more efficient as compared to other models with   2 1 ,   in the interval 0.1 to 0.4. The gain in efficiency of NNBD and NNBIBD over regular block design is high under MA(2) models for direct and neighbour effects of treatments.
Tables: Table 1 . Efficiency of neighbour balanced pair-wise uniform block designs AR(2) model 
